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Oil price volatility has soared 
in recent years, and oil 
related businesses face an 
increasing recurrence of 
Large-Scale Price Events. 

LSPEs are by far the 
greatest source of risk for oil 
trading firms. But they could 
also be an important source 
of opportunity.  

With I-System SmartHedge, 
you can turn oil price risk into 
a powerful source of profit 
and competitive edge. Our 
approach is simple, reliable, 
and effective, based on I-
System TrendFollowing 
(1999-2022). 
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LSPEs: risk and opportunity 
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In just the past eight years, oil price has been one great roller-coaster of LSPEs, bringing windfalls 
to some traders and devastating losses to others. 

 April 2020: -65%. The event caught many industry players wrong-footed: RyanAir lost 
$325 million on their hedging; Hin Leong lost $3.8 billion, Vitol lost $1.6 billion, ABN Amro 
bank $1.4 billion and in the U.S. 25 independent oil producers filed for bankruptcy. 

 Q4 2018: -38%. Sinopec, China’s larger refiner, lost $690 million on their hedging 
operation, impairing the firm’s profits for the year by 90%! 

 2014/2015: - 76%. The American Mining Industry (which includes Oil and Gas producers) 
collectively reported a loss of $227 billion, more than eight previous years of profits! 
(Goldman Sachs Commodity Index declined by 54% over the same interval). 

Managing price risk must be a priority! 
In these conditions, managing price risk could be the single most important factor in 
determining profitability for oil-related businesses. Indeed, 90% of CEOs and CFOs at 
commodity companies believe that managing price risk is the key to competitive advantage. At the 
same time, only 1/3rd of them expressed confidence in solutions they had in place. 1 

For most firms, managing price risk requires a very different skill set from that which is needed to 
manage their core operations and most managers find it difficult to develop an effective hedging 
process. All too often, they turn to their bankers for solutions. The bankers are happy to oblige, but 
experience has shown that the solutions they offer tend to be very costly and ineffective.  

There is a better way! With the right tools and methods, firms can create a world-class risk 
management process and turn commodity price risk into a source of profit and competitive 
advantage. I-System SmartHedge provides such tools and methods.  

                                                
1 Tevelson, Paranikas, and Hemmige. “Key Challenges in Managing Commodity Risk.” BCG Perspectives, 11 April 2013. 
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Simple, reliable and effective 
 

There are three avenues of opportunity: events, trends and 
conditions 

Sun Tzu, The Art of War 

 

The idea is simple: hedge your price exposure during adverse price events but keep (some) 
exposure open during favourable price events. And yes, it is very much doable. Here’s how: 

While they are largely unpredictable, LSPEs invariably unfold as trends that can span weeks, 
months and even years. Thanks to I-System TrendFollowing, we have been able to navigate such 
trends effectively and reliably, never once failing to capture significant windfalls from LSPEs. 
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Based strictly on algorithmic trend following strategies and with no need to predict anything at all, I-
System TrendFollowing generated a gain of over $166 per barrel of crude oil since January 2014!
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Effective hedging is key – take action today! 
I-System SmartHedge can help you turn your oil price risk into a source of profits and competitive 
advantage. With over 20 years’ experience in commodity markets, our audited track record and our 
industry references, we are certain that we can upgrade your hedging operation and turn it into a 
well-documented, transparent, reliable and effective source of profits and competitive edge! You 
don’t have to take our word for it - you can ‘dip your toes’ before taking the plunge. 

You can move gradually… 
Firms seeking to master their commodity price risk can move gradually in evaluating the solutions 
we propose, testing the process at first on a smaller portion of their risk exposure – say, 10% or 
20% of their hedging needs – and build up with accumulating experience and know-how. With over 
20 years’ experience of trading and managing risk in global financial and commodity markets, we 
can help your firm navigate the volatile market environment with confidence and peace of mind. 

 

 

FURTHER READING: 

Commodity Price Risk, Profits and Value Creation 
You can find a more detailed treatment of this subject in Alex 
Krainer’s paper “Commodity Price Risk, Profits and Value Creation” 
published in the Journal of Corporate Accounting and Finance at this 
link: https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/jcaf.22395, or 
please email us to provide you a copy of the paper. 
 

Hedging: Best Practices 
The six key principles in managing an effective, transparent hedging 
operation are summarized at this link:  
https://isystem-tf.com/hedging-best-practices/  

 

Three key ways we can help you tackle commodity price risk 

Taming uncertainty 
with daily I-System 
TrendCompass reports  

TrendCompass reports are based on a set of systematic I-System 
trend following strategies. We can provide trend following strategies 
for long, short, and medium-term trends in over two hundred financial 
and commodities markets. 

Streamlining and 
documenting your 
hedging process 

We can help your firm formulate, document and implement a 
comprehensive, transparent hedging operation integrated as part of 
the firm’s core business process, addressing the five key aspects of 
effective risk-management: (1) setting objectives, (2) identifying 
resource requirements, (3) engaging senior leadership, (4) measuring 
performance, and (5) addressing incentives for success. 

Market access and 
hedge-book 
management 

In cooperation with our partner organizations, we can offer market 
access for hedgers and even take responsibility for the day-to-day 
management of a part of client firm’s hedge book in a fully 
transparent way. 
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